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Brief presentation of
eBook.ro and Digital Bookstore eBookuri.ro
platform dedicated to digital books
(advantages of e-book distribution)
We will briefly present you the new platform dedicated to books in
electronic format eBook.ro and the Digital Bookstore eBookuri.ro.
The digital bookstore eBookuri.ro has an impressive portfolio of digital
books in PDF and ePub format, protected with Adobe DRM. Zoom Evolution
SRL (Zoom Evolution) is the holder of the Adobe Content Server license,
which is implemented on the eBook.ro encryption platform, the only platform
of this kind in Romania, intended for publishers, bookstores, universities and
institutions interested in expanding their presence in the industry of digital
books.
The platform eBook.ro and the Digital Bookstore eBookuri.ro include
advanced e-commerce solutions for digital books (e-Books) protected with
Adobe DRM. They facilitate the distribution of books in the online
environment, in a secure and modern way, they improve access to information
through current technologies and provide readers with a unique reading
experience.
The information technologies and the Internet have made a massive
contribution to increasing the diversity of many products available on the
market. In recent years, these technologies have revolutionized our way of life
in a variety of ways, and the digital book industry has grown exponentially. In
the Age of Digitization, Zoom Evolution offers complete solutions for
publishers, bookstores, universities and interested institutions, for
development and expansion in the online environment and in the e-book
industry. Through our long-term partnership and using our solutions for
securing and selling digital books, together with you we will find the most
reasonable practical ways to plan, implement and develop continuously, in
order to expand your presence in the online environment. In this case, you
will not invest in expensive hardware equipment and annual software licenses,
nor will you worry about installing systems, periodic updates and daily
backups, data security, or hosting at third parties.
Our available solutions provide everything, in a complete set, through a
turnkey service.
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The advantages of e-book distribution:
- Digital books can be read on any electronic device and ordinary
operating systems (laptops, personal computers / Desktop PCs, smartphones,
tablets with Android, Windows and Mac operating systems);
- There is a complete suite of software applications for mobile devices
(iPad / iPhone, Android tablets, smartphones, e-readers). With these
applications, readers can explore any digital bookstore, read any e-book,
instantly download the digital product to their own library, and read Adobe
DRM-protected books using their mobile devices.
- Access to purchased digital books is instant and download can be done
at any time;
- The ordering system is automated and optimized to provide an
improved online shopping experience;
- The digital book is more accessible than the printed format (does not
require investment in printing services), and shipping costs are zero;
- Electronic books can be accessed quickly, simultaneously, remotely, at
any time, therefore their distribution is improved and covers a bigger
audience;
- The distribution of electronic books is national and international,
without time differences, costs or additional fees;
- Protecting and securing the distribution of electronic books in PDF
and/ or ePub formats is done through the eBook.ro encryption platform.
Supporting PDF and ePub formats (open and industry-standard), the
eBook.ro encryption platform, eBookuri.ro Bookstore and your future Digital
Bookstore eliminates the constraints of proprietary file formats and classic
distribution strategies.
The complete implementation and development solutions provided by
Zoom Evolution are a fast and economical approach for publishers,
bookstores, universities, interested institutions and authors, who want to
develop in the digital space of books.
We invite you to study the complete proposals and solutions offered for
the implementation of your own digital bookstore.

Additional information:
SC Zoom Evolution SRL
CUI 37653734, Trade Register No.: J40/4153/2019
Account: RO61RNCB0069154750300001 – BCR Libertatii Branch
Tel/fax: 4021-212.56.92
E-mail: contact@ebookuri.ro
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